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ACCUMULATED VISION : EXTENDED BOUNDARIE S (SPAC E A
UNDER SPACE B)

A.

I.

Comer sections (01three, 4-sided boundaries; partially in
dicated) separately (or together) projected from 10 posi
tions of viewing.

II .

Comer sections (of balcony void above) projected from 2
positions of viewing.
EaCh position (not necessarily stationary) is located at a
specific height above lIoor level and outside the bounda
ries designated by the surrounding gallery walls.

ACCUMULATED VISION : EXTENDED BOUNDARIES (SPACE B
OVER SPACE A)
B.

Corner sections (of three, 4-sided boundaries; partially in
dicated) separately (or together) projected from 9 posi
tions of vie'Ning.
EaCh position (not necessarily stationary) is located at a
specifi c height above floor level and out sid e the bounda
ries designated by the surrounding gallery walls.
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"As for the word CLUE, we are indebted for its genesis
to mythology . . . Clue has descended etymologi·
cally from CLEW (in common with many other words of
similar endings; i.e., TREW, BLEW, etc.) . .. being a
literal Old English translation of the Greek word for
thread, directly traceable to the legend of Theseus and
Ariadne and the ball of cord she gave him with which to
grope his way ou t of the Labyrinth after killing the
Minotaur
A clue in the detectival sense may be
of an intangible as well as a tangible nature; it may be a
state of mind as well as a state of fact; or it may derive
from the absence of a relevant object as well as from
the presence of an irrelevant one .. But always ,
whatever its nature, a clue is the thread which guides
th e crime investigator through the labyrinth of non
essential data into the light of complete comprehension
"
From WI LLIAM O. GREEN 'S Introduction to ARS
CRIMINALIS by John Strang

Provided by the artist whose source was
The French Powder Mystery by Ellery Queen.

ACCUMULATED VISION : EXTENDED BOUNDA
RIES (SPACE A UNDER SPACE B)
A.

I.

Corner sections (of three, 4-sided
boundaries: partially indicated)
separately (or together) projected
from 10 positions 01 viewing.

II.

Corner sections (of balcony void
above) projected from 2 positions of
viewing.
Each position (not necessarily
stationary) is located at a specific
height above floor level and outside
the boundaries designated by the
surrounding gallery walls.

ACCUMULATED VISION: EXTENDED
BOUNDARIES (SPACE B OVER
SPACE A)
B.

Corner sections (of three,
4-sided boundaries; partially
indicated) separately (or to
gether) projected from 9 posi
tions of viewing.
Each position (not necessar
ily stationary) is located at a
specific height above lIoor
level and outside the bounda
ries designated by the sur
rounding galiSfY waDs.

LE VA/POSITION!LOCATION/TIME/SPACE by William H. Spurlock

1

I

The processes of marking time and space are brought into our subjective modes of operation very early in our
development. The time dock, the divisions of the day, month, and year, the inch, 1001, yard, centimeter, and
meter are all means that enable us to conceptualize our actual or projected physical pOSition in relalion to the
nearness and 'amess of our physical and inlellectual environmenls. We all accept these marking systems as
our own and refine or alter them to a private operational mooe which allows our right of individual expression.
Our systems of measurement are only means for us to oonceptually locate our temporal positions in relation
ship to our actual or desired locations. We oontinually perceive our locations in at least two ways: in our
relationship to our immediate physical surroundings and in our relationship to lOCations that we have or have
not visited physically, but into which we conceptually project our physicality. In other words, if we wish to go
there, then we have to either have been there and/or we must activate our oonceptual abilities and imagina
tions to place us in that location. Only then is it possible to make the journey through space and time to a
position within that lOCation without the danger of becoming hopelessly lost. Location, position, time, and
space may be actual (physical) and/or conceptual, but must be clearly perceived to differentiate them from
other possibilities .
Barry Le Va's work for the last ten years has dealt primarily with concerns of position , location, time, and
space. He has integrated these concerns into a learning situation for us as the audience or viewers of his work.
An understanding of Le Va's work cannot be achieved through a passing familiarity or brief flirtation. It requires
that time be spent and attempts be made to broaden our perceptual capabili ties to embrace something new-a
redefinition of our understanding of our physiological, intellectual, and perceptual visual abilities.

1
I

Le Va's work appears, at first glance, to be based on a speCific marking system, a mathematical system of
marking positions within actual locations (the architecture of the gallery space). Although Le Va utilizes the
marking systems that he was taught (once having been a student of architecture), he is merely utilizing the
system as a means rather than as an end. The systems of architectural drawing and space marking allow him
to conceptualize the actual physical dimensions of the environment defined by the existing gallery walls, floor,
and ceiling. He then projects extended boundaries, locations where the projected boundaries meet, and
positions in those locations. By pro;ecting positions into the actual location (gallery) from his extended posi·
tions within locations (outside of the gallery), he interrelates his dual perceptual abilities: the actual and
extended locations and positions.
The gallery visitor or the reader of this book is confronted with remnants or manifestations of the artist's
marking processes, which may be perplexing, remote from our own experience (manner of marking) , and
difficult to engage in a comprehensive way. As indicated in the frontis matter of this publication, the word clue
is of importance to the artist. Le Va provides his audience with only a carefully composed tiile of the exhibition
and the remnants of his marking process (wood strips) which limit the possibilities of interpretation and present
the task at hand: to recognize for ourselves the relevant "threads" to be followed to guide us, as individual
viewers, through our own perceptual labyrinths. Our success is contingent upon our abilities to conceptualize

all of the data provided by the artist. The title acts as a clue to the understanding of the relationships of the
wood strips (locational and positional clues) to the "extended boundaries, locations , and positions of viewing. "
This can only be accomplished if we recognize the interrelationship of actual and extended time and space.
Everything that exists in the space has a reason for where it exists. Careful study of the clues will enable us to
locate the extended " 4-sided boundaries" which intersect the corners of the existing architecture and then to
project the artist's original " positions of viewing." The comers that the extended linear boundaries make
provide the projective device through which the "positions of viewing" enter the gallery space and mark the
floor. The wood strips on the floor are the immediate links to the " positions of viewing, " located and positioned
beyond the extended comer sections. An illustration of the process employed by the artist in defining his
positions (the original locations being defined by the extended boundaries which were arbitrarily defined) is
provided on the following pages by the artist's drawings.
Le Va's working method is to design the exhibition from floor plans and photographs of the gallery space. The
piece is completed in his studio and later installed preCisely according to the drawings. It is unlikely, without the
aid of the drawings, that we could reconstruct the "extended boundaries" and the "positions of viewing" in the
order of the artist (the drawings did not accompany the exhibition catalogued here because of the referential
activity that would have ensued , diminishing the potential of the learning situation). If we could achieve the
artist's order , our task would be easily accomplished, but we would learn lillie about ourselves or our
capabilllies. We must , however, depart in reverse order. The positions marked by the wood strips must be
used to ascertain the artist's "positions of viewing." Because we must depart from the wood strips, they
become our "positions of viewing." We must then conceptualize a space projection for each of the wood strips.
The terminology of "location" and " position of viewing" becomes interchangeable and conceptually compli
cates our task. Time and memory enter into our deliberations each time we conceptualize a projected positiorV
location and move to the next. Ambiguity, confusion, and frustration inevitably enter in as we recognize the
present capabilities of our conceptual and perceptual modes, moving through ten such projection processes
on the lower level of the gallery, nine on the upper level , two fromlto above the gallery and the extended
four-sided linear boundaries downstairs and upstairs. Le Va has presented to us a means for us to test our
"visual" abilities and perhaps, through that knowledge , to extend our own capabilities.
The aim of this publication is to re-create, as closely as possible the experience that the visitor to the gallery
may have encountered. The primary difference between the experiences of the gallery visitor and the reader of
this book lies in the nature of the clues. Since the actual exhibition, in all its physical dimensions, cannot be
presented here, additional data, such as artist's notes and drawings, are included. An integration and recogni
tion of our conceptual, perceptual and projective process capabilities is required here as in the gallery. The
work catalogued here is more difficult to engage in a comprehensive manner than Le Va's earlier work
because of the scarcity of clues and because of the spacial interrelationships of this multi-leveled gallery. The
processes required to understand Le Va's work apply consistenlly to all of his late work and hopefully to this
book as well: We must follow the artist's clues "through the labyrinth of nonessential data into the light of
complete comprehension
"
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